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Estimating the heritability and genotype by environment (G×E) interactions of performance-related traits (e.g., growth, survival, reproduction) under future ocean conditions is necessary for inferring the adaptive potential of marine species to climate change. To date, no studies have used quantitative genetics techniques to test the adaptive potential of large pelagic fishes to the combined effects of elevated water temperature and ocean acidification. We used an experimental approach to test for heritability and G×E interactions in morphological traits of juvenile yellowtail kingfish, Seriola lalandi, under current-day and predicted future ocean conditions. We also tracked the fate of genetic diversity among treatments over the experimental period to test for selection favoring some genotypes over others under elevated temperature and CO₂.

Specifically, we reared kingfish to 21 days post hatching (dph) in a fully crossed 2 × 2 experimental design comprising current-day average summer temperature (21°C) and seawater pCO₂ (500 µatm CO₂) and elevated temperature (25°C) and seawater pCO₂ (1,000 µatm CO₂). We sampled larvae and juveniles at 1, 11, and 21 dph and identified family of origin of each fish (1,942 in total) by DNA parentage analysis. The animal model was used to estimate heritability of morphological traits and test for G×E interactions among the experimental treatments at 21 dph. Elevated temperature, but not elevated CO₂ affected all morphological traits. Weight, length and other morphological traits in juvenile yellowtail kingfish exhibited low but significant heritability under current day and elevated temperature. However, there were no measurable G×E interactions in morphological traits between the two temperature treatments at 21 dph. Similarity, there was no detectable change in any of the measures of genetic diversity over the duration of the experiment. Nonetheless, one family exhibited differential survivorship between temperatures, declining in relative abundance between 1 and 21 dph at 21°C,
INTRODUCTION

Ocean warming and acidification are predicted to have far-reaching impacts on marine biodiversity and fisheries before the end of this century (Doney et al., 2012; Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2014; Pörtner et al., 2014; Phillips and Pérez-Ramírez, 2017). Indeed, changes in geographical distributions and phenology that are consistent with climate change predictions have already been observed in many marine species (Simpson et al., 2011; Poloczanska et al., 2013). Marine heatwaves are also increasing in frequency and duration, with devastating effects in some ecosystems (Hughes et al., 2018; Richardson et al., 2018; Stuart-Smith et al., 2018). Significant biological effects of contemporary ocean acidification are more difficult to ascertain, but there is evidence that anthropogenic carbon dioxide is already exacerbating the impacts of corrosive seawater incursions that occur during periodic upwelling events in some coastal ecosystems (Bednaršek et al., 2014; Ekstrom et al., 2015; Chan et al., 2017). Predictions about the impacts of future ocean warming and ocean acidification on marine organisms are primarily derived from laboratory experiments that rear animals at projected future temperatures, ocean acidification conditions, or both, and assess the performance of the animals in these conditions compared with a current-day control (Kroeker et al., 2013; Boyd et al., 2018). Such experiments usually last for several weeks, or maybe months at the most. Thus, while these experiments are informative about the potential effects of climate change conditions on the performance of marine organisms, they do not account for adaptation that might occur over the timeframe that the environmental changes are actually occurring (Riebesell and Gattuso, 2015). Therefore, to provide robust predictions about the likely impacts of ocean warming and acidification, it is also necessary to assess the adaptive potential of marine species to these environmental changes (Munday et al., 2013; Sunday et al., 2014).

The larval and early juvenile stages of marine species are generally more susceptible to higher temperatures and ocean acidification conditions than are older juveniles and adults (Pörtner and Farrell, 2008; Melzner et al., 2009; Pörtner and Peck, 2010). In marine fish, temperatures above the summer average can affect a range of performance-related traits in larval stages, including developmental rate, growth, survivorship, aerobic scope and swimming ability (reviewed in Pankhurst and Munday, 2011; Llopiz et al., 2014), with implications for population recruitment and fisheries productivity (Hollowed et al., 2013; Llopiz et al., 2014). Elevated CO₂ levels have also been observed to affect developmental rate, growth, survivorship, aerobic scope and swimming ability in larval stages of some marine fishes (reviewed in Heuer and Grosell, 2014; Cattano et al., 2018; Hanan and Rummer, 2018). As observed with temperature, negative effects of elevated CO₂ on larval development and survivorship could have serious implications for population recruitment and fisheries productivity in some species, such as Atlantic cod (Stiasny et al., 2016; Koenigstein et al., 2018). Therefore, determining the potential for fish populations to adapt to warming, ocean acidification, and their combined effects, is crucial for making predictions about the future impacts of these environmental stressors on fish population, and the fisheries productivity they support (Heenan et al., 2015).

Adaptation to climate change depends on the presence of heritable genetic variation in fitness related traits that respond to the changing environment (Lynch and Walsh, 1998). Therefore, a first step in assessing evolutionary potential to climate change is to estimate the heritability of thermally sensitive traits that could limit individual performance in the future (Munday et al., 2013; Reusch, 2014). Genotype by environment interactions (GxE) are another important component of assessing adaptive potential to climate change, because they describe the response of different genotypes under current-day and projected future conditions. In particular, they indicate if all genotypes might exhibit the same change in performance, or if there are some genotypes that outperform others under altered environmental conditions (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). Finally, it is necessary to consider genetic correlations between traits measured in different environments (e.g., warming vs. acidification) because they influence the potential for a trait to evolve under the combined effects of multiple environmental stressors (Munday et al., 2013; Sunday et al., 2014). In particular, if a negative genetic correlation is present, selection will be acting orthogonally to the direction of maximum genetic variation in the population, thereby reducing the response to selection.

To date, only a handful of studies have estimated trait heritability and adaptive potential of fishes under elevated temperature (Muñoz et al., 2015; Munday et al., 2017) or ocean acidification conditions (Malvezzi et al., 2015; Welch and Munday, 2017; Tasoff and Johnson, 2018), and none have estimated heritability under the combined effect of both environmental stressors. For example, Munday et al. (2017) showed that morphometric traits and aerobic performance measured during early life were highly heritable in the spiny damselfish, Acanthochromis polyacanthus, under current-day and projected future temperatures. Furthermore, there were significant GxE interactions, indicating that some genetic lineages had greater performance than others at higher temperatures. Similarly, Malvezzi et al. (2015) found that...
survivorship of larval Atlantic silverside, *Menidia menidia*, had a significant heritable genetic component under elevated CO₂. These estimates of heritability are valuable, because they indicate that evolutionary responses to warming and ocean acidification are likely in these species. Moreover, they can potentially be used to estimate the rate of evolutionary change that might be expected under different selection intensities (Falconer and Mackay, 1996). However, many more estimates of trait heritability and GxE interactions, in other species, for other traits, and under combined effects of elevated temperature and ocean acidification conditions, are needed to determine if adaptive potential to these environmental stressors is widespread in marine fishes.

Here, we used an experimental approach to test for heritability and GxE interactions in early life history traits of the yellowtail kingfish, *Seriola lalandi*, under elevated temperature and CO₂ conditions. Furthermore, we compared genetic diversity among the treatments at key developmental stages to test for selection favoring some genotypes over others under elevated temperature and CO₂. Specifically, we reared juvenile kingfish from a mass spawning to 21 days post hatching (dph) in a fully crossed 2 × 2 experimental design that consisted of: (1) current-day average summer temperature (21°C) and seawater pCO₂ (500 μatm CO₂) for the study location, (2) current-day average summer temperature (21°C) and elevated seawater pCO₂ (1,000 μatm CO₂), (3) elevated temperature (25°C) and current-day seawater pCO₂ (500 μatm CO₂) and (4) elevated temperature (25°C) and elevated seawater pCO₂ (1,000 μatm CO₂). The elevated temperature and CO₂ levels were consistent with projections for the ocean by the year 2100 under Representative Carbon Pathway (RCP) 8.5 (Collins et al., 2013). We sampled fish from all the treatments at 1, 11, and 21 dph and identified the family of origin of each sampled fish by DNA parentage analysis. This allowed us to track the rate of genetic diversity among the experimental treatments through time and test for evidence of selection on specific genotypes under elevated temperature, elevated CO₂ or their combination. For fish sampled at 21 dph we also coupled the parentage information for each fish with data on weight, length and other morphological traits measured in the same fish (Watson et al., 2018) to estimate the heritability of these traits and test for GxE interactions among the experimental treatments. Our aim was to investigate the adaptive potential to ocean conditions that could occur by the end of the twenty first century in the yellowtail kingfish, a high-value and commercially harvested fish species for human food consumption.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Study Location and Species**

This study focused on the New Zealand population of the yellowtail kingfish, *Seriola lalandi*, and was conducted at the National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research (NIWA) Northland Marine Research Centre, Ruakaka, New Zealand. The yellowtail kingfish is a large coastal pelagic fish with a circumglobal distribution in subtropical waters. In New Zealand waters it reaches up to 1.7 m in length and over 50 kg in weight (Taylor and Willis, 1998; Walsh et al., 2003; McKenzie et al., 2014). It is a powerful swimmer adapted to a pelagic lifestyle and supports an important recreational and commercial fishery in New Zealand, Australia, Japan and other subtropical regions. The yellowtail kingfish is emerging as an important species for testing the effects of environmental change on large pelagic fishes (e.g., Watson et al., 2018), because it is one of the few species that can be bred and reared in captivity (Symonds et al., 2014; Sicuro and Luzzana, 2016). The ability to breed and rear yellowtail kingfish in captivity also makes is amenable to quantitative genetic studies, such as those conducted here, because these approaches require the ability to identify and compare traits among individuals of known relatedness (e.g., full sibs, half sibs).

**Broodstock, Eggs, and Larval Culture**

Spawning stocks of yellowtail kingfish were maintained outdoors in 5 × 20 m³ circular tanks. The broodstock consisted of 26 locally sourced, wild-caught adult fish (four to six fish per tank with approximately equal sex ratio in each tank) that had been domesticated in tanks for up to 9 years. In the current study, experiments were conducted in conjunction with a natural spawning event that occurred on the night of 23/01/2017. Four broodstock tanks containing a total of 9 females, 10 males and one fish of unknown sex contributed to spawning. Time of spawning was consistent across tanks, occurring within the last 2 h of daylight. Long-term mean summer ocean temperature for the region is 21°C (Shears and Bowen, 2017), however, local conditions vary naturally and ambient water temperature was 19–20°C in the 5 days immediately prior to spawning and then dropped to 18.2°C on the night of spawning. Ambient pH7 and pCO₂ were 7.91 and 589 μatm, respectively, in the spawning tanks (Table S1). A representative proportion of floating eggs from the four contributing tanks were collected the morning after spawning, mixed, rinsed with oxygenated seawater for 5 min, and disinfected with Tosylchloramide (chloramine-T) at 50 ppm for 15 min. Eggs were then rinsed with seawater and distributed into 24 conical 400 L incubation tanks at a density of approximately 100,000 eggs per tank at 12:45 h on 24/01/2017. The 400 L incubation tanks were at ambient ocean temperature (18.2°C) at stocking. Heating was turned on at 15:30 h and allowed to slowly rise to the treatment set points of 21°C and 25°C overnight. Tanks received flow-through seawater at a flow rate of 3 L min⁻¹ with a photoperiod of 14 h light and 10 h dark. Eggs hatched 2 days after stocking at 25°C and 3 days after stocking at 21°C and larvae were reared for a further 1 day in the incubation tanks before transfer to grow-out tanks.

At 1 dph, larvae were transferred from their rearing tanks into 24 reciprocal grow-out tanks at a density of approximately 45,000 larvae per tank (44,227 ± 2,152). Grow-out tanks were 1,500 L circular tanks with slightly sloping bottoms with a black internal surface. Each grow-out tank received flow-through seawater at either 21 or 25°C with a photoperiod of 14 h light and 10 h dark and at a flow rate of 3 L min⁻¹ and gentle aeration. Larvae were fed with rotifers enriched with *S*. *pressio* (INVE Aquaculture, Belgium) up to 4 times per day until 14 dph, transitioning to *S*. *pressio* enriched *Artimia* up to 4 times per day from 11 dph until the end of the experiment.
Experimental System and Water Chemistry

Seawater pumped from the ocean was filtered through mixed-media (sand), bag filtered to 5 μm, UV light treated to 150 mW.cm⁻² and delivered to large header tanks. Oxygen diffusers in the header tanks maintained baseline minimum dissolved oxygen (100% saturation) and foam fractionators removed any additional organics. Seawater from each header tank was gravity-fed into eight separate 100 L sump tanks where temperature was maintained at ambient control 21°C or elevated to 25°C and CO₂ was maintained at ambient control (~500 μatm) or elevated (~1,000 μatm) CO₂ in a fully-crossed 2 × 2 experimental design with 2 replicate sumps for each treatment. Seawater from each of the eight treatment sumps was pumped into three of the 400 L incubation tanks during the egg incubation stage and three of the 1,500 L rearing tanks during the grow-out stage, so that there were six replicate experimental tanks at each temperature and CO₂ level throughout the experiment.

The pHtotal and temperature of each rearing tank were measured daily (SG8 SevenGo Pro, Mettler Toledo, Switzerland). The pH electrode was calibrated with Tris buffers obtained from Prof. A.G. Dickson ( Scripps Institution of Oceanography, batch number 26). Water samples for total alkalinity (TA) analysis were taken from all rearing tanks at the start, middle and end of the experiment to match the fish sampling at 1, 11, and 21 dph. TA and salinity determination was conducted by the University of Otago Research Centre for Oceanography, Dunedin, New Zealand. See Watson et al. (2018) for further details of CO₂ treatment and water sampling methods.

Carbonate chemistry parameters in each tank were calculated in CO2SYS using the measured values of pHtotal, salinity, temperature and TA and the constants K1, K2 from Mehrbach et al. (1973) refit by Dickson and Millero (1987) and Dickson et al. (2007) for KHSO₄. Seawater carbonate chemistry parameters are shown in Table S1.

Fish Sampling and Morphology

A random subset of approximately 30 fish per tank was sampled at 1, 11, and 21 dph. At 1 and 21 dph, fish were sampled from all 24 tanks (6 replicate tanks per treatment). At 11 dph, fish were sampled from the first 16 grow-out tanks only (4 tanks per treatment). Each fish was weighed and then photographed with a Leica DFC 420 camera fitted to a Leica MZ7.5 stereo microscope or, for larger individuals, a Canon G16 series camera fitted to a Leica DFC 420 camera fitted to a Leica MZ7.5 stereo microscope. The pH electrode was calibrated with Tris buffers obtained from Prof. A.G. Dickson ( Scripps Institution of Oceanography, batch number 26). Water samples for total alkalinity (TA) analysis were taken from all rearing tanks at the start, middle and end of the experiment to match the fish sampling at 1, 11, and 21 dph. TA and salinity determination was conducted by the University of Otago Research Centre for Oceanography, Dunedin, New Zealand. See Watson et al. (2018) for further details of CO₂ treatment and water sampling methods.

Carbonate chemistry parameters in each tank were calculated in CO2SYS using the measured values of pHtotal, salinity, temperature and TA and the constants K1, K2 from Mehrbach et al. (1973) refit by Dickson and Millero (1987) and Dickson et al. (2007) for KHSO₄. Seawater carbonate chemistry parameters are shown in Table S1.

RNA, Microsatellites and Genetic Diversity Analyses

DNA was extracted from caudal fin tissue of all sampled fish using DNeasy 96 Blood & Tissue Kits (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer instructions. Eleven microsatellite loci were amplified in one multiplex reaction. Primer sequences and exact primer amount can be found in the Supplementary Materials (Table S2). Each of the primers was color labeled and amplified using a PCR cycle of 95°C for 15 min followed by a denaturing at 95°C for 30 cycles of 0.5 s. Annealing was performed at 60°C for 90s with a 60s extension at 72°C and a final extension of 60°C for 30 min. Each reaction of 15μl consisted of 7.5 μl of Qiagen Taq PCR Master Mix, 0.84 μl of primer mix. For the 1 dph and 11 dph samples 5 μl of DNA was added (approximately 100–200 ng) and mixed with 1.66 μl H₂O. For the larger 21 dph samples, 2 μl of DNA for an equal amount of DNA was added and mixed with 4.66 μl H₂O. The amplified PCR products were then purified with ExoSAP-IT (Affymetrix, Inc). Screening was performed on an ABI 3700 sequencer in the core lab facilities of the King Abdullah University of Science and Technology. The internal size standard genescan-500LIZ (Applied Biosystems, Inc.) was used to size and score alleles with Geneious R8 microsatellite plugin (Kearse et al., 2012). Allele scoring was performed while blinded to the sample treatments.

Genotypes for 1942 individual offspring sampled at 1 (n = 735), 11 (n = 488), and 21 (n = 719) dph were used to estimate genetic diversity in the sample population and to test for any effect of treatments on genetic diversity between days 1, 11, and 21 dph. The measures of genetic diversity used were allelic richness, allele frequencies, number of private alleles, Shannon's diversity index and heterozygosity. Each diversity measure was calculated for each of the 11 microsatellite loci for each of the four CO₂ × temperature treatments and three sampling times (1, 11, and 21 dph). Allele frequencies and genetic diversity metrics were calculated using GenePop (Rousset, 2008) and GenAIEx version 6.5 (Peakall and Smouse, 2012) was used to calculate observed and expected heterozygosity. Comparisons of genetic diversity measures between treatment groups were performed with a PERMANOVA with the particular diversity index (separately as well as combined) as the dependent variable and treatment (4 levels) and sampling time (3 levels) as fixed effects. Data transformation was done using square root, distance was then measured with the Bray-Curtis index and tests were performed with 999 permutations in the package vegan v2.5.5 (Oksanen et al., 2019) in R (R Core Team, 2018). Tests were performed to evaluate the differences among sample points and treatments in heterozygosity, allelic richness and frequency for all family lines included as well as for the five dominant family lines only. Fisher's Exact tests were used to compare the relative changes in abundance between family lines and treatments.

Parental Assignment

Parentage of the 1942 sampled offspring was determined by matching the 11 microsatellite markers in the offspring with the
same II microsatellite markers in the 26 genotyped broodstock fish (i.e., putative parents). We included parental genotypes from the non-spawning tank as an additional control for false assignments. Two programs (Colony v2.0.6.4 and Cervus v 3.0.7) were run to establish parent-offspring trios and only consensus trios were used in the further analysis. All potential parents were known as well as the exact number of potential parents per tank (2–3 females and 2–4 males). In Colony, parameters were set to allow for female and male polygamy and the length of the run was chosen to be long (Jones and Wang, 2010). In Cervus, the parental pairs (sexes known) option was selected (Kalinowski et al., 2007).

**Heritability and GxE Interactions**

Heritabilities of yellowtail kingfish morphometric traits at 21 dph were estimated by fitting an animal model (Henderson, 1984) using residual maximum likelihood approaches in ASRemel 4.1 (VNSI, UK):

\[
y = X\beta + Za + Et + e,
\]

where \( y \) is the vector of the (Log10 transformed) phenotypic observations of each trait (weight, SL, TL, FDV, ED, M, HL, HD), \( \beta \) is the vector of the fixed effects (water temperature, two levels and CO\(_2\) concentration, two levels), \( a \) and \( t \) are respective vectors of random animal additive genetic and common environment tank effects, \( e \) is a random error associated with the individual record, i.e., residual effects, \( X, Z, \) and \( E \) are incidence matrices that relate observations to the respective effects. Conditional Wald F-tests determined that the effects of water temperature (\( P < 0.05 \)), but not CO\(_2\) levels (\( P > 0.05 \)) were statistically significant within models. As such, CO\(_2\) was removed as an environmental effect from heritability and GxE analyses. Heritability (\( h^2 \)) of each trait was estimated as \( \sigma^2_A / (\sigma^2_A + \sigma^2_T + \sigma^2_e) \), where \( \sigma^2_A \), \( \sigma^2_T \), and \( \sigma^2_e \) were the variances attributed to additive genetic, random tank and residual error effects, respectively. Similarly, common environmental tank effects (\( \sigma^2_T \)) were estimated as \( \sigma^2_T / (\sigma^2_A + \sigma^2_T + \sigma^2_e) \).

Due to constraints in the pedigree structure, specifically the limited number of half siblings and the presence of many full-siblings in the dataset, it was not possible to isolate potential maternal environmental effects, such as differential yolk provisioning, from family effects. This was due to the inherent nature of breeding this large pelagic fish in captivity, specifically the need to distribute adults among four separate spawning tanks to avoid overcrowding (see broodstock section above), which prevented potential crosses among fish allocated in different tanks. Furthermore, not all adults within each tank contributed to breeding due to the inherent biology of natural spawning, whereby the spawning synchronicity among breeders is uncontrollable and individual breeder contributions to a cohort are variable, resulting in certain families dominating the cohort (e.g., Domingos et al., 2014a). Despite such limitations, we proceeded with genetic analysis without factoring for maternal environmental effects as, in our experience with larvae of large and prolific natural spawners, in which females produce millions of small eggs (~1 mm in diameter) and yolk reserves are exhausted within the first week, environmental maternal effects are non-significant past metamorphosis (Domingos et al., 2014b).

To investigate for potential GxE interactions, bivariate models were used to estimate additive genetic covariances of the same morphometric trait measured in the different (water temperature) environments, modeled as different traits (Falconer, 1952). As only one observation per trait was taken for each individual, the residual covariance was set to zero and the covariance matrix was constrained to be positive definite. GxE interaction was determined as the genetic correlation (\( r_g \)) between the same trait, calculated as \( r_g = \sigma_{A1A2}/[\sqrt{(\sigma^2_A)} \sqrt{(\sigma^2_A)}] \), where \( A1A2 \) is the additive genetic covariance between the same trait in the different environments. Statistical significance of heritabilities and GxE interactions were further evaluated with likelihood ratio tests (Wilson et al., 2010; Munday et al., 2017).

**RESULTS**

Microsatellite analysis revealed that a total of 5 adult females and 10 adult males contributed to the parentage of the offspring (Table S3). No assignments were made to adults in the non-spawning tank, supporting the robustness of assignments. A total of 1903 (1 dph = 703, 11 dph = 461, and 21 dph = 709) well-supported parental assignments were made for the 1942 fish sampled. These 1903 fish comprised 12 family genotypes (Table S3). Fish from one spawning tank (JA001) consisted of just one family genotype (i.e., all were full sibs). Fish from two spawning tanks, JA003 and JA004, comprised three and four maternal half sibs (i.e., shared the same mother, but with different fathers) with three and four different fathers, respectively. Genotypes from spawning tank JA006 comprised two pairs of maternal half sibs and one pair of paternal half sibs (i.e., shared the same father, but with different mothers). Five families dominated the sample, comprising 93.5% of the total fish sampled across the three time points (Table S3).

There was no detectable change in genetic diversity over the course of the experiment. Genetic heterozygosity did not differ among treatment or sampling time points [Table 1; \( F_{(6,120)} = 0.2627, P = 1.00 \)]. Similarly, allelic richness and frequency exhibited close similarity among treatments and sampling time points [Table 1; all \( F_{(6,120)} < 0.0641, P = 1.00 \)]. Combined diversity measures also did not show any differences [all \( F_{(6,120)} < 0.0504, P = 1.00 \)]. Because 5 families dominated the samples, we also assessed combined diversity measures among treatments and time points for just these families and there were no significant differences [all \( F_{(6,120)} = 0.3278, P = 0.922 \)], as observed in the complete data set. Nevertheless, one family had improved performance at 25°C compared with 21°C, irrespective of CO\(_2\) treatment. Specifically, Family 288_359, which had the greatest proportional contribution overall, declined in relative abundance between 1 and 21 dph at 21°C, whereas it increased in relative abundance between 1 and 21 dph at 25°C (Figure 1). This change in relative abundance was statistically significant when comparing between 21 and 25°C in both ambient CO\(_2\).
TABLE 1 | Genetic diversity of juvenile yellowtail kingfish (Seriola lalandi) reared at 21°C and 25°C in current-day ambient and elevated CO₂ and sampled at 1, 11, and 21 days post hatching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Days post hatching</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>21</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>21</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO₂ treatment</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>Ambient</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. Private Alleles</td>
<td>1.468</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.400</td>
<td>1.453</td>
<td>1.464</td>
<td>1.439</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>1.492</td>
<td>1.392</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>1.325</td>
<td>1.389</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>He</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.182</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.273</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ho</td>
<td>0.688</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.667</td>
<td>0.686</td>
<td>0.683</td>
<td>0.705</td>
<td>0.695</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.687</td>
<td>0.664</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td>0.671</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Fisher’s exact test $P = 0.006$) and elevated CO₂ (Fisher’s exact test $P = 0.028$). No other family exhibited a statistically significant difference in relative abundance between temperature or CO₂ treatments.

Weight and all morphological traits at 21 dph exhibited low, but statistically significant heritabilities, ranging between 0.062 and 0.113 (Table 2). In the genetic models, temperature had a significant effect on phenotypic variances for all the measured traits (Table 2). By contrast, CO₂ treatment did not affect any of the phenotypic variances. Rearing tank explained a large proportion of phenotypic variation, ranging from 0.254 to 0.398 among traits (Table 2).

As temperature, but not CO₂ affected phenotypic variance, GxE interactions were only tested for the two temperature treatments. High genetic correlations (close to unity) between the same trait measured in different thermal environments indicate an absence of GxE interactions (Table 3). However, this result should be interpreted with caution, because the standard errors are large and the estimated genetic correlations where either very close to, or did not reach, statistical significance.

**DISCUSSION**

Estimating the heritability of performance and fitness related traits under predicted future ocean conditions is important for determining the adaptive potential of marine species to climate change, but has rarely been attempted for a large pelagic fish. Here we show that weight, length and other morphological
traits in juvenile yellowtail kingfish at 21 dph exhibit low, but statistically significant heritabilities under current day and elevated temperature and CO2 conditions. Elevated temperature, but not elevated CO2 had an experiment-wide effect on morphological traits, as has been reported previously (Watson et al., 2018). However, there were no measurable GxE interactions between the temperature treatments at 21 dph, suggesting that different genotypes exhibit similar responses to elevated temperature as they do at current day temperatures, although this result must be treated with caution as we had low power to test for these interactions. Similarly, there was no change in any of the allelic measures of genetic diversity in the sample population between 1 and 21 dph, indicating that most families responded similarly to temperature through time. Nevertheless, one dominant family in the experiment did exhibit significant effects of temperature on relative abundance. Family 288_359 declined in relative abundance between 1 and 21 dph at 21°C, whereas it increased in relative abundance between 1 and 21 dph at 25°C. This suggests that this family could perform better under future warming than it does in current-day conditions. By contrast, no other families exhibited a significant difference in relative abundance through time between temperature treatments. The smaller number of fish in other families may have reduced the statistical power to detect significant changes in relative abundance through time, but importantly, none of the other families exhibited even a trend toward increased relative abundance at 25°C compared with 21°C.

Early life stages are typically more sensitive to environmental stressors than the adults. Our results confirm earlier observations that elevated temperature has a greater effect than elevated CO2 on growth and development of juvenile yellowtail kingfish. Importantly, all the traits we measured exhibited significant additive genetic variance (i.e., they were heritable), which could enable them to adapt under warmer conditions. However, it is important to note that the low heritability values also indicate that their ability to adapt could be constrained by the intensity and speed of ocean warming, as the response to selection is inversely related to the generation interval of this large pelagic fish. Yet, the fact that one genetic family had higher relative survivorship through time at the elevated temperature provides encouraging evidence that this population of kingfish has some capacity to adapt to ocean warming. To date, only five other studies have estimated trait heritabilities and adaptive potential of juveniles fishes under elevated temperature (Muñoz et al., 2015; Munday et al., 2017) or ocean acidification conditions (Malvezzi et al., 2015; Welch and Munday, 2017; Tasoff and Johnson, 2018), and none have estimated trait heritabilities under the combined effect of both environmental stressors, or in a large pelagic species. Consequently, this is the first evidence that the early life stages of a large pelagic fish has some capacity to adapt to rising temperatures and ocean acidification.

The primary reasons for a lack of evolutionary studies on climate change effects in large pelagic fishes is the inherent difficulty in rearing these animals in captivity, especially in the type of structured breeding designs needed to disentangle genetic and environmental components of phenotypic variation among individuals (Munday et al., 2013). Most large pelagic fishes do not spawn in captivity and/or there is insufficient knowledge and capacity to rear the larvae and juveniles with even moderate success. The yellowtail kingfish is one of the few exceptions, and none have estimated trait heritabilities under the combined effect of both environmental stressors, or in a large pelagic species. Consequently, this is the first evidence that the early life stages of a large pelagic fish has some capacity to adapt to rising temperatures and ocean acidification.
constraints on the number of broodstock tanks that can be maintained in optimal breeding conditions therefore limits the total number of adults that could contribute to genetic diversity in a quantitative genetics experiment. A further constraint is that the 3–4 males and females in each tank cannot breed with fish in other tanks, thus limiting the total number of crosses and half-sib families that can be produced. Furthermore, not all adults within each tank will contribute to a particular spawning event due to the inherent variability of reproductive synchrony. Finally, individual breeder contributions are highly variable, resulting in certain families dominating the experimental population. All of these factors reduce the power of quantitative genetics models (e.g., the animal model) and indices of genetic diversity (e.g., genetic heterozygosity) to detect important genetic variance. Despite, these substantial limitations, we were still able to detect significant additive genetic variance in morphological traits of juvenile yellowtail kingfish. By contrast we did not detect significant additive genetic variance or GxE interactions at 21 dph, or any changes in overall genetic structure of the population between 1 and 21 dph. However, the absence of GxE interactions or changes in genetic structure through time should be treated with caution due to the low genetic diversity in the experiment (12 families total, but overwhelmingly dominated by five abundant families). The large standard error around the estimated GxE interactions and borderline significance values are indicative of both low trait heritability and reduced pedigree structure to provide stronger statistical power to detect significant effects in this analysis. One option to improve the power of future studies to detect genetic variance and GxE interactions would be to conduct the experiment multiple times with the same parents; however, the logistical and financial resources to do this do not currently exist.

Despite the challenges in conducting quantitative genetics studies with large pelagic fishes, these investigations are necessary for evaluating adaptive potential when making predictions about the impacts of warming and ocean acidification on fish populations (Munday et al., 2013). Growth and development of larval and juvenile kingfish in our experiment was substantially faster at 25°C compared with 21°C (Watson et al., 2018). For example, juvenile kingfish were approximately 5 x heavier and 40% longer at 21 dph in 25°C compared with 21°C. By contrast, survivorship to 21 dph was lower at 25°C compared with 21°C, and elevated CO2 had no effect on growth, morphological development or survivorship (Watson et al., 2018). Here, we found that between 6 and 11% of the variation in growth and morphological development between individuals could be attributed to additive genetic variance. A far greater proportion of variance (25–40%) in growth and morphological development was due to common tank effects. Some of this common environmental variation could also have been due to maternal effects, because we were not able to separate maternal effects from other environmental effects. Taken together, the results of the current analysis and the earlier study by Watson et al. (2018) on mean changes in growth and development indicate that phenotypic plasticity is the primary driver of phenotypic changes under elevated temperature. This comparison indicates that growth and development will respond flexibly to rising water temperature, but nevertheless there is also some capacity for genetic adaptation. Ultimately, whether kingfish will adapt will depend on the pace of ocean warming relative to the generation time of this fish. Importantly, one of the five abundant families in the experiment exhibited a relative increase in abundance at 25°C, suggesting that survivorship of some genotypes will be favored over others at higher temperatures, leading to changes in population genetic structure.

New studies are showing that some freshwater and marine fishes exhibit heritable phenotypic variation that could assist them adapt to warming (Muñoz et al., 2015; Munday et al., 2017) and ocean acidification (Malvezzi et al., 2015; Tasoff and Johnson, 2018). To date, most quantitative genetics studies have been conducted on species of smaller sizes and that are amenable to structured breeding designs in the laboratory, either by artificially crossing gametes from a large number of males and females, or by tracking performance in a multigenerational pedigree. Ours is one of the first studies to attempt to estimate genetic traits important to adaptive potential to climate change in a large pelagic fish. While we confirmed that projected CO2 levels have not impacted early life history traits of juvenile yellowtail kingfish, we are still able to demonstrate that growth, morphological development and survivorship have components of genetic variance that will likely aid them in adapting to a warming ocean.
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